SLIDE-PIANO
Ferran Aran, piano
Josep Manzano, electric guitar
A journey through time that allows us to enjoy an extensive combination of themes
and styles that have marked a golden age in the world of modern music of the last
century. From blues, rock'n'roll and more considered standards, to the most current
rhythms and melodies. Figures such as Eric Clapton, The Shadows, Santana, Stevie
Wonder, among others, would be the inspiration for this duet that with a careful
guitar score and great versatility of the piano show us a great fusion and
synchronization on the stage, creating a pleasant and beautiful climate for all those
who want to remember what is known as "one of the best stages of music in recent
years."
Ferran Aran, a pianist, keyboardist, composer, arranger and music producer, with
extensive experience in the most famous catalan stages since 1990, obtains the
solfeo, harmony and piano studies at the Isaac Albèniz Conservatory of Girona at
the same time as he specializes in modern music. Founder of the F & F Style and
Soulsay ensembles, it has been performing for over 10 years the musical direction
of the Rollsband group in the counties of Girona. Professor of modern music with an
extensive repertoire and wide range of styles acts as solo concert pianist and
accompanies singers, guitarists and saxophonists nationally and internationally.
Josep Manzano, a guitarist with self-taught beginnings, holds a guitar title at the
Conservatori del Liceu in Barcelona. He has been invited to several festivals in
Catalonia, Spain and other countries, traveling to Switzerland, Serbia, Mexico,
France, Italy, Peru, Bulgaria, Argentina, England or Germany, where he has
performed, as well as concerts, recordings for radio and television, master classes,
conferences or attending the jury in international guitar competitions. He has
recorded CDs with flamenco guitarist Xavier Ballesteros and with the english
classical guitarist Carlos Garcia Benitez. As a soloist, he has recorded three CD's
dedicated to Francesc Tárrega and guitarist composers from Girona in the
nineteenth century. As a teacher he teaches at the Gironés Music School.
Summary Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWijc_ro25I

